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As Volume 48 of the University of Richmond Law Review comes
to a close, I feel compelled to reflect on the many successes members of this journal have shared over the past year. We began our
journey under the direction of Frank Talbott and the Volume 47
Executive Board, whose guidance allowed for the Law Review's
continued success during the 2013-2014 academic year. Those
who came before us demonstrated their commitment to excellence
and challenged us to follow suit.
As our most valuable member of the Law Review is fond of saying: "We publish books." While that's certainly something we do
-

and something we do quite well -

being a part of this organi-

zation offers members something that goes beyond the traditional
law school education. Members of the University of Richmond
Law Review are not only dedicated to the advancement of legal
scholarship, they are dedicated to their own personal development both inside and outside the classroom. Serving as the Editor-in-Chief of the Law Review has been a tremendous honor solely because of the people who give their time, energy, and
intellectual fortitude to its development. In preparing to graduate, the nostalgia has already begun.
Glenice: Neither our success nor our friendships would have
been possible without you. Working with you and the rest of the
Executive Board is something I will cherish for the rest of my life.
I cannot imagine the Law Review without you at that desk.
Thanks for the memories.
Professor Tobias: Thanks for your unwavering support over the
past three years. Both the law school and the Law Review benefit
from your valuable insight and guidance.
Melissa: When the work was overwhelming, you made sure
that we stayed the course. Thanks for always answering the
questions and setting the schedules. As a member of the Executive Board, you brought brightness to the office and a commitment to the task at hand.
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Chris: Your dedication to the Annual Survey will be a tough act
to follow. When dealing with difficult situations and an overwhelming workload, you never faltered and always followed
through. The early success of Volume 48 is a tribute to your hard
work and perseverance.
Ryan: I often felt that you were running the show by yourself,
probably because that's exactly what was happening. Your innate
motivation carried us through the Symposium and the publication of the Allen Chair Issue. I am confident and proud that the
Class of 2014 will have at least one graduate who is a true class
act.
Kate: Thanks for handling logistics in such an organized and
straightforward manner. Both the Law Review budget and the
organization as a whole are better because of your work on the
Executive Board. Thanks for everything.
Nate: The articles selected for both January and May reflect
the high-level of scholarship you dedicated yourself to pursuing
last spring. Your willingness to put your own priorities behind
those of the journal contributed to our many successes over this
past year. It was an honor to serve on the Executive Board with
you.
Sam: From making selections in the summer to hosting the Allen Chair Social, you gave the Law Review your complete and undivided attention. Volume 48 would not have realized half of our
success without you. While I cannot blame you for returning to
Texas, the Commonwealth will surely miss out on a first-rate
lawyer and an even better person.
Manuscripts Editors - Clark, Mark, Jeff, Christian, Britney,
Ian, and Ben: Thanks for your tireless review of our articles. As
the strongest spaders on the Law Review, your contributions often define the quality of our editorial process. Thanks for taking
the time to make everyone's life easier.
Articles Editors - Emily, Katie, George, Zach, Stephanie,
Julia, and Suzanne: Thanks for being great mentors and even
better colleagues. Since the first day of orientation, your commitment to this journal has paved the way for success. Volume 49
will be better because of your guidance and leadership.
Articles & Comments Editors - Kendall, Caroline, Ashley, and
Jon: Thanks for lending your keen intellects and knowledge of le-
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gal scholarship. Additionally, thanks for your patience and attention to detail during office reads. The rigor and success of our article selection process was a direct result of your efforts.
Senior Staff - Tim, Thomas, Latosha, Julia, Caleb, and Adam:
Thanks for your hard work over the past year, especially during
the summer. The Law Review is better because of your service.
Lastly, I'd like to thank my family for supporting me through
both college and law school. While I often doubted myself, you encouraged me to stay the course. Without your support, sharing in
these accomplishments would be meaningless. Dad: You showed
me what hard work looks like. Thanks for giving me an example.
Mom: Thanks for the warm meals and concern for my well-being.
I promise I'll move out of the house soon. Andrew: Play golf everyday and don't go to law school. Mr. Duvall: Thanks for all of the
advice and support. You're still the best lawyer I've ever met.
Jackie: Thanks for understanding. I love you.
It has been an honor and a privilege to serve as the Editor-inChief of Volume 48. On behalf of those involved and those that
have come before us, the University of Richmond Law Review
proudly presents the fourth and final issue of Volume 48.
Robert J. Farlow
Editor-in-Chief
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